GAMING LAPTOPS

RAIDER GE SERIES
STEALTH GS SERIES

Opt for the ultimate gaming experience with the Raider GE Series, or remain stealthy in core black with a thin yet ultra-powerful Stealth GS Series laptop.

- 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i9 processor
- NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3080 Ti Laptop GPU
- Display Option 1: UHD, Anti-Glare Wide View Angle 4K 120Hz Thin Bezel, Adobe 100%
- Display Option 2: QHD, Anti-Glare Wide View Angle 240Hz 3ms DCI-P3 100%
- Raider Series: Mystic Light Bar
- Stealth GS Series: Cooler Boost Trinity: 3 fans, 7 pipes, and 0.1mm fan blades.
- High-Speed DDR5 RAM
- Killer WiFi 6E

VECTOR GP SERIES

Remain a champion of effectiveness in your work, with the Vector GP Series that is born for performance and complex functionality.

- 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i9 processor
- NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3080 Laptop GPU
- FHD Display, 360Hz 3ms, IPS-Level SteelSeries per-Key RGB with Anti-Ghost key
- Cooler Boost 5: 6 heat pipes with enlarged diameters for more heat dissipation, and 2 fans.
- Killer WiFi 6E

CROSSHAIR SERIES
PULSE GL SERIES

Aim to perform with the Crosshair and Pulse GL Series. Armed with the power to outperform the gaming battleground. Get ready to conquer the gaming space!

- NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3070 Laptop GPU
- Thin Bezel FHD Display, IPS-Level 144Hz, 45% NTSC
- Cooler Boost 5: 6 heat pipes with enlarged diameters for more heat dissipation, and 2 fans.
- Crosshair Series: Broad color range illuminated Spectrum Backlight Keyboard inspired by the sci-fi-themed gameplay in Rainbow Six Extraction.
- Intel Wi-Fi 6

KATANA GF SERIES
SWORD SERIES

Redefine your gaming experience and explore new levels for those that are beginning their journey. Sharpen your game with the Katana GF Series and Sword Series.

- 12th Gen. Intel® Core™ i7 processor
- NVIDIA® GeForce RTX™ 3060 Laptop GPU
- Red Backlight with Anti-Ghost key
- Thin Bezel FHD, IPS-Level 144Hz, 45% NTSC
- Cooler Boost 5: 6 heat pipes with enlarged diameters for more heat dissipation, and 2 fans.
- Sword Series: White
- Intel Wi-Fi 6